
JukeBooth 

Wedding Prices 

 

 

Professional DJ/MC Services  

4 hours – 995.00 

5 hours – 1095.00 

 

*DJ will play continuous music, make all announcements, group 

participation and  

light show included. 

 

Additional Services 

Ceremony/Cocktail Hour in a Different Room 

95.00 additional for mini setup per room 

Party Giveaways - $50, $100, $150 Packages 

Extra Hour $150.00 

 



JukeBooth 

Wedding Prices 

 

Photo Booth Packages  

 LED Inflatable, Privacy or Open-Air Booth – 1 Table of Props 

3 hours 495.00 

4 hours 595.00 

JukeBooth Studio Package 

Enclosed Privacy Curtain Setup - 2-3 Tables of Props 

3 hours 695.00 

4 hours 795.00 

*You will have a dressed to impress photo booth operator in JukeBooth 

uniform. (Photo Booth will close 30 minutes prior to venue finish time) 

Photo Booths come with unlimited prints, USB stick, custom template, 

photo album 

 

Additional Services 

Photo Scrap Book Table - $100.00 

Social Media Features - $50.00 

Extra Hour $150.00 



 

JukeBooth 

Wedding Prices 

 

 

Photographer Services 

4 hours - $750.00 

5 hours - $850.00 

 

*Photographer will take photos of place cards, banquet room, 

decorations, Wedding Cake, all introductions of Bridal party and Bride 

and Groom, Special Dances, Speeches, Group Table Photos, Wedding 

Skits and All Live action on the Dance Floor. Last 30 minutes of event 

all coverage will end, and all photos will be downloaded onto USB 

stick. 

 

Additional Services 

Church/Ceremony (Off Premises) -$150.00 

Ceremony (On Premises) - $100.00 

All Day Coverage - $400.00 



 

JukeBooth 

Wedding Prices 

 

 

Videographer Services 

4 hours - $995.00 

5 hours - $1095.00 

 

*Videographer will record footage of bridal party and Bride and 

Groom during introduction into room by DJ. All speeches, special 

dances, all weddings skits, group table coverage and pass the mic 

around if the guest want to say a few words to the Bride and Groom 

and all dancing action throughout event. At the end of event all 

coverage will be taken back to JukeBooth Office for editing purposes 

and will create short video. (2 week turn around) 

Additional Services 

Church/Ceremony (Off Premises) -$150.00 

Ceremony (On Premises) - $100.00 

All Day Coverage - $400.00 

 



JukeBooth Photo Booth Services 

JukeBooth is focused on providing awesome fun, best looking photos, and just giving the best 
experience you and your guests will receive every time in our studios. Listed below is what makes us 
JukeBooth different from everyone else. 

JukeBooth's "Camera" of Choice 

All photos will be taken from the Nikon DSLR D7200 model, which is a large step up from the 
Cannon "EOS" Cameras that our competitors are using. All photos come out crystal clear with 
vibrant colors. We also are using a wide camera lens to fit large groups into such a small 10ft wide 
area. Our system also has a built-in remote-controlled tilt camera feature, which is controlled by the 
photobooth operator to lower and raise the camera to adjust heights from toddlers low to the ground 
up to the tallest of people. 

JukeBooth's "Printer" of Choice 

Having awesome photos need to be printed on the best photo paper. That’s why we have the best 
printer strictly made for photo booth operations. We use the DNP DS-RX1HS which prints out 4”x6” 
prints in 12.4 seconds with a high-resolution of (300x600dpi) on glossy finishes. This printer will also 
professionally cut prints into 2x6 strips (duplicate print of 2) when you want the smaller size print. 
(You have choice of 2x6 or 4x6)  

How many prints are allowed to be printed out per session? Unlimited is our answer and we mean it. 
If there is 10 people in a group, we print 10 photos. Other companies say unlimited photos but print 
out 2 per session. (That's false advertising) 

One of A Kind Custom Made Templates  

Having the best photo paper along with high quality photo images, needs to have a beautifully 
designed template for everything to come together. JukeBooth custom makes your very own 
template creation. Each template can range from 1-3 hours of design time until YOU are pleased. 
"We understand your wedding day is a special day for you, so we feel that your template needs to be 
special too". 

Props, Props and More Props 

JukeBooth is known for having the "Largest inventory" of deluxe props and accessories that we bring 
to each event. While other companies only bring 1 table with an assortment of hats, glasses and 
signs. We sometimes will set up to 2-3 tables of props and accessories for the larger parties, to cater 
to those large amounts of people in groups that all decide that everyone wants to be in the photo. 
For this reason, we have multiple colors of the same hat, glasses, along with duplicates as well for 
those large groups that want to look the same. We have fedora/top hats, ladies sun hats, colorful 
boas, small and jumbo sun glasses, nobility themed hats/masks and all the accessories to match 
such as swords, wands, horses, money bags, septors, parrots and so much more. 

Photographer (Booth Operator) - (Dressed to impress in JukeBooth Uniform) 

Taking care of the booth is a fulltime job. With the number of props and accessories that we provide 
along with having multiple photos per group. We must keep everything organized and have 
everything put back where it belongs between photos. Because we don't rush you between photos, 



we want everyone to pick something totally different for every photo. We give about 20 seconds 
between each snap shot. You might think 20 seconds is too long to wait, but it’s just enough time to 
put something back and search for something different and put it on. Our photographer will have to 
count down that last 5 seconds because people are still looking. Without the booth operator there 
getting involved half the people would be not in the photo. Babies and small children are another 
reason why the photo booth operator is needed. We want to get the babies or small children looking 
at the camera and we use noise props to get their attention. We want a great photo evertime. (booth 
operator also adjusted tilt of camera as well to fit everyone in the photo (tiny too tall) 

The JukeBooth Studios 

This is where all the magic mention above happens. You have so many choices to create YOUR 
own studio. 

• Small and Private: 10x10 surrounded enclosed black privacy curtain booth (8 feet high) with 
choice of background curtain color / greenscreen with our prop table or tables on the outside 
with red carpet entrance. No photographer inside and waits patiently on the outside for you 
to finish but is monitored by operator on outside on separate monitor. 

• LED (Multi Colored) white Inflatable 10x10 booth. We can keep booth one color or let it 
color swash on its own. No backdrop inside just the color or colors inside. Prop table or 
tables on the outside with red carpet entrance. No photographer inside and waits patiently on 
the outside for you to finish, but is monitored by operator on outside on separate monitor 

• Open Air Booth: Recommend being in a corner for this setup. Our booth will be by the back 
wall and your choice of curtain color backdrop / greenscreen about 10 feet away from booth. 
8 ft table displayed alongside of neighboring wall and 6 ft table across from 8 ft table. (15ft 
wide x 15ft long) red carpet entrance 

• JukeBooth Fully Enclosed Booth: Recommended to be in a corner for this set up. Our 
booth will be by the back wall and your choice of curtain backdrop color / greenscreen about 
10 feet away from booth. 8 ft table displayed alongside of neighboring wall and 6 ft table 
across from 8 ft table. (15ft wide x 15ft long) entire perimeter except the two walls with have 
10 ft sections of black privacy curtains (8ft high) with door entrance with red carpet entrance. 

Photo Library - USB stick and Gift  

At the end of your event you will receive all the photos that were taken on a USB stick and is part of 
any package you chose. Your guests will be able to view all the photos that were taken at your event 
and downloaded on our website. There is no charge or any fees for any download that you or your 
guest will be asked to. This is all included as well in all our packages. You will also receive a photo 
album with every photo taken that night as a gift from JukeBooth for your business. 

Social Media Packages - Additional Service  

We can add a feature to any package to allow any guest to enter their phone number, email or 
twitter account on to the screen and they will have instant access to their photos to share over the 
web. $50.00 additional Fee 

Scrap Book Station - Additional Service 

Instead of a photo album as a gift, you will be upgraded to a photo scrap book where your guests 
can write all kinds of stuff alongside of the photo, they just took on special acid paper. They will have 
a choice of color of glitter markers that will be available next to album. An additional small 2x2 table 
will be provided for people to walk up and write in book. $100.00 additional Fee 


